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2017 Serious Injury Reporting
(SIR)
1.

Provide you with the results from the 2017
SIR.

2.

Tell you about the process for the Rapid
Response Investigation and how to conduct
your own.

3.

Provide some brief Lessons Learned from the
2016 and 2017 SIR.
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2017 Serious Injury Reporting
Requirements
Employers must report hospitalizations,
amputations, and loss of an eye within
24 hours.
Effective date: Fed OSHA 1-1-16 and
IOSHA 3-1-16
Tuesday, March 20, 2018

SERIOUS INJURY REPORTS
CY2016 and CY2017
• 588 Serious Injury Reports were made in Indiana in
2016.
• 425 Serious Injury Reports were made in Indiana for
2017.
• In 2016, 178 of these included an amputation of a
body part. In 2017, 185 of these included an
amputation of a body part which is a 13% increase.
• 490 employees were hospitalized in 2016. This
number decreased to 321 employees in 2017.
• 1 loss of an eye in 2016 and 1 eye(s) lost in 2017
Tuesday, March 20, 2018
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SERIOUS INJURY REPORTS
CY2016
• IN INDIANA THERE WERE __25__ THUMBS LOST
• IN INDIANA THERE WERE __54__ INDEX FINGERS LOST
• IN INDIANA THERE WERE __55__ MIDDLE FINGERS LOST
• IN INDIANA THERE WERE __28__ RING FINGERS LOST
• IN INDIANA THERE WERE __23__ PINKY FINGERS LOST
• IN INDIANA THERE WERE __3___ NUMBER OF HANDS LOST
• IN INDIANA THERE WERE __2___ NUMBER OF ARMS LOST
• IN INDIANA THERE WERE __2___ NUMBER OF LEGS LOST
• IN INDIANA THERE WERE __8___ NUMBER OF TOES LOST
Tuesday, March 20, 2018
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SERIOUS INJURY REPORTS
CY2017
•

IN INDIANA THERE WERE _19_ THUMBS LOST

•

IN INDIANA THERE WERE _68_ INDEX FINGERS LOST

•

IN INDIANA THERE WERE _53_ MIDDLE FINGERS LOST

•

IN INDIANA THERE WERE _39_ RING FINGERS LOST

•

IN INDIANA THERE WERE _13_ PINKY FINGERS LOST

•

IN INDIANA THERE WERE _11_ NUMBER OF HANDS LOST

•

IN INDIANA THERE WERE _ 0 _ NUMBER OF ARMS LOST

•

IN INDIANA THERE WERE _ 1_ NUMBER OF LEGS LOST

•

IN INDIANA THERE WERE __3__ NUMBER OF TOES LOST

•

IN INDIANA THERE WERE __2__ NUMBER OF FEET LOST
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Hospitalizations in 2016
Slips, Trips and Falls was the No. 1 cause of hospitalizations
reported to IOSHA in 2016.
There were 75 incidents resulting in the following injuries:
• There were 11 arms broke due to falls.
• There were 10 legs broke due to falls.
• There were 10 ankles broke due to falls.
• There were 9 hips broke due to falls.
• There were 5 vertebrae broke due to falls.
• There were 3 feet broke due to falls.
• There were 2 fingers, 2 ribs, and 2 knee caps broke.
• There was 1 shoulder blade, 1 collarbone, and a wrist broke due to
falls.
Tuesday, March 20, 2018
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Hospitalizations in 2017
Slips, Trips and Falls was the No. 1 cause of hospitalizations
reported to IOSHA in 2017.
There were 71 incidents resulting in the following injuries:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There were _4 _ arms broke due to falls.
There were _24_ legs broke due to falls.
There were _12_ ankles broke due to falls.
There were _6 hips broke due to falls.
There were _3 pelvic bones broke due to falls.
There were _5 punctured/bruised lungs due to falls.
There were _7 backs broke due to falls.
There were _3 _ feet broke due to falls.
There were _0 _ fingers, 19 ribs, and 1 knee caps broke.
There was _1_ shoulder blade, _1_ collarbone, and _1_ wrist broke due to
falls.

Tuesday, March 20, 2018

Forklifts
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Ladders
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Conveyors
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Hospitalizations in 2016
• In Indiana there were ___26____ number hospitalizations as a result
of misuse of forklifts.
• In Indiana there were ___20____ number hospitalizations due to
improper use of ladders.
• In Indiana there were ___13____ number hospitalizations as a result
of getting caught in conveyors.
• In Indiana there were ___11____ number hospitalizations as a result
of electrical shocks.
• In Indiana there were ___11____ number hospitalizations as a result
of heat stress.
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Hospitalizations in 2017
• In Indiana there were __27__ number hospitalizations as a result of
misuse of forklifts.
• In Indiana there were __8__ number hospitalizations due to
improper use of ladders.
• In Indiana there were __7__ number hospitalizations as a result of
electrical shocks.
• In Indiana there were __1__ number hospitalizations as a result of
getting caught in conveyors. Although, belts and pulleys on the rise.
• In Indiana there were __4___ number hospitalizations as a result of
heat stress.

Tuesday, March 20, 2018
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SERIOUS INJURY REPORTS
CY2016
• IOSHA did an onsite inspection on
approximately 30% of the 588 serious injury
reports
• Federal OSHA received 10,757 Serious Injury
Reports and also conducted an inspection on
30% (3,261) of the injuries reported in calendar
year 2016.
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SERIOUS INJURY REPORTS
CY2017
• IOSHA did an onsite inspection on
approximately 54% of the 425 serious injury
reports.
• Federal OSHA received 11,844 Serious Injury
Reports and also conducted an inspection on
30% (3560) of the injuries reported in calendar
year 2017.
• Nationally, 24% of SIR involve amputations
• In Indiana, 43% of SIR involve amputations.
Tuesday, March 20, 2018
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INSPECTION VS. INVESTIGATION
When a Serious Injury Report is made to
IOSHA, a supervisor reviews the information
submitted and makes a determination based on
agency policy whether the seriousness warrants
an onsite inspection by a CSHO.

Tuesday, March 20, 2018

INSPECTION VS. INVESTIGATION
The following must be assigned to an onsite inspection:

•
•
•
•

[AJ1]

The accident/injury is likely to occur again.
The hazard still exists and could impact other workers.
The hazardous situation could reoccur.
The event reported was a catastrophic event involving more than
one person injured or that resulted in a traumatic injury such as
paralysis, third degree burns, or long term hospital stays.
• Amputations regarding machine guarding, lock out/tag out
violations, or light curtains.
• The hazard is an imminent danger like a gas leak or a chemical
leak.
• The employer is on the SVEP list or a frequent flyer.
18
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INSPECTION VS. INVESTIGATION
Inspection: CSHO will go to the site and
conduct an inspection.
The inspection will include:
• An opening conference
• Walkaround-photos/video
• Interviews of EE’s and Management
• Closing conference
• Possible issuance of citations
Tuesday, March 20, 2018

INSPECTION VS. INVESTIGATION
The following will be processed as a Rapid Referral Response:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Slips, trips, and falls (unless see item #1-#4 above).
Smashed fingers in doors.
Forklift crashes (unless see item #1-#4).
Material handling injuries.
Motor Vehicle Accidents investigated in Indiana State Police or other
regulatory enforcement authorities, unless worker protection issues are
identified.
Natural Causes-heart attack, stroke, or seizure with no direct tie to job
duties.
Secondary infections resulting from a minor injury (cut finger gets
infected).
Events unlikely to reoccur such as infections of previous minor injuries.
Isolated events like slipping on ice.

Tuesday, March 20, 2018
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INSPECTION VS. INVESTIGATION
Rapid Response Investigation (RRI):
Employer will be sent forms and a
questionnaire to complete and conduct their
own root cause analysis.
(sample form letters provided)

Tuesday, March 20, 2018

INSPECTION VS. INVESTIGATION
Rapid Response Investigation (RRI):
The employer must perform a root cause analysis, describe
the corrective actions taken, and provide documentation.
The documentation should include photos, invoices,
training sign-in sheets, etc.

Tuesday, March 20, 2018
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INSPECTION VS. INVESTIGATION
Rapid Response Investigation (RRI):
A Root Cause Analysis is a determination of what
happened to cause the serious injury.
• This may involve employee/victim/witness interviews
• Employers have also used computer logging history of
machines
• Security videos have been used to see the incident.
• Walk around of incident location
Tuesday, March 20, 2018

INSPECTION VS. INVESTIGATION
• 415 Rapid Referrals investigations were
requested of employers in 2016 by IOSHA
• 192 Rapid Referrals investigations were
requested of employers in 2017 by IOSHA
• Call INSafe to get help if needed and the
employer will get an extension of time to
respond to the RRI while working with INSAFE.
Tuesday, March 20, 2018
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INSPECTION VS. INVESTIGATION
Rapid Response Investigation (RRI):
IOSHA will review the response submitted and make a
determination if the response submitted was
adequate/satisfactory.
If the response is satisfactory the file will be closed.
However, if the response is not satisfactory, then the
employer will be asked for additional information or a
CSHO may be assigned to go out.
Tuesday, March 20, 2018

LESSONS LEARNED
• Perform walk arounds to make sure floors are
cleared of trip hazards.
• Ladder training is essential for a good safety
program.
• Forklift certification and supervisory monitoring
needed.
• Authorized/Trained employees list posted on
the machine.
• Lock out/Tag out procedures posted on the
machine.
Tuesday, March 20, 2018
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MORE LESSONS LEARNED
• EE’s just reaching in for a tool, unjamming the
equipment, clearing a conveyor were common
causes of amputations/injuries. Employees need
reminded to resist the urge and follow LOTO
procedures or contact an authorized person to
perform LOTO.

Tuesday, March 20, 2018

MORE AND MORE LESSONS
LEARNED
• Parts too small for the piece of equipment exposes
employees to a greater hazard.
• Safety stand downs a must!
• Disruption of normal routine-shutdowns
• Monitoring/Audits with a checklist must be ongoing by
EVERYONE!
• Facility Wide guarding assessments for pinch points,
conveyors, belts pulleys.
• Use of Cameras, plexi glass, for maintenance
troubleshooting-it’s required!
Tuesday, March 20, 2018
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Contact the Indiana
Department of Labor
• Phone: (317) 232-2688
• Email: insafe@dol.in.gov
• To learn more:

www.in.gov/dol
Click this link to Report a
Hospitalization, Amputation, or Fatality:
http://www.in.gov/dol/2954.htm
Tuesday, March 20, 2018
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2018 IOSHA SERIOUS INJURY REPORTS
1 Hosp
Employee walking on elevated walkway tripped and fell at same level striking his upper torso on the mid-rail of the walkway handrail system.
Employee was evaluated at a local ER and it was determined the employee received 4 cracked ribs resulting form the fall. Employee was released
and instructed to follow up in two days.
1 Amp
As there were no witnesses to the incident, what follow is the employee account of events leading to the injury. Employee was at the pack station
in End Cover Assembly. He had a defective assembly that employee was taking to the rework cage. When employee wen around the corner of the
conveyor, the employee indicated that they slipped and fell to the floor. Employee was holding the part with both hands and he fell forward onto
the floor. The employee indicated that when he fell, employee right pinkie finger was pinched between the part and the floor.
1 Hosp
Employees was retrieving a box of meat from top shelf as employees was coming down the ladder she feel. Employee suffered head, hip, shoulder
and wrist injury
1 Hosp
An employee suffered hot water burns to 15% of their body surface (abdomen, right thigh, right forearm, and lower back) when the kettle was
opened during an automatic washing cycle.
2 Hosp
Two burned from flash fire at manufacturing facility.
Names of the two injured employees have not been released.
UPDATE: Names added
1 Amp
An employee suffered an amputation of the right ring finger, with possible additional amputations of the right index and middle fingers, during
operation of a Verson press using the treadle foot control.
1 Amp
Employee reached their hand past the safety guarding into a gut separator. Employee suffered finger tip amputation.
Employee rolling backpack got caught on leg of barricade. Employee lost balance while bag came loose causing employee to fall to the ground.
1 Hosp
Employee was packing springs when index finger on right hand was crushed.
1 Hosp
Employee was standing on a sheet of plastic when a forklift truck drove over the same plastic sheet. The sheet shifted causing employee to lose
balance and fall. Employee suffered broken femur
1 Hosp
Employee was walking into work and fell on a patch of ice
1 Hosp
Employee injured left foot when he attempted to stop the lift truck with his foot
1 Hosp
Employee was in the field doing a hook up to main drainage. dirt the size of a 5 gallon bucket came out of sidewall and hit employee in the back
1 Amp
Employee was using an ironworker shear machine to make a cut on a piece of metal. Employee placed left hand on the piece of metal. Employee
suffered partial amputation third finger left hand
1 Hosp
Employee cut finger and was then observed by a nurse to be in need of assistance and then was taken into ER facility and admitted.
1 Hosp
Pathologist was pushing cadaver into body bag when he noticed a "prick" to employee’s right thumb. Upon removing double gloves employee
noticed a shallow puncture would on their right thumb and a tiny sharp black rock attaching to right glove. Employee cleansed the area with
disinfectant soap. By the next day employee noticed redness and swelling so employee sought treatment at local hospital ER. Employee was
admitted for 48 hours for IV antibiotic therap. Diagnosis included Synovitis, Tenosynovitis, Sepsis.

1 Amp
Welder was working in Weld Booth #3 where he was attempting to insert an exit plug into the exit of a 501DA Transition. The welder was following
the instructions on the MORI which state "Insert Exit Plug and Tack Weld into Position". The exit plug weighs 46 Pounds and the fit between the
plug and the exit is very tight which requires welder to have to use a hammer to pound it in. The welder managed to get the exit plug
approximately halfway into the exit before he had to complete the operation with the hammer. The welder received a laceration to the fingertip
and the distal phalange of left index finger was broken.
1 Hosp
Employee was filling a propane tank and went to start their truck to warm it up and on their way back slipped on some ice. Landing on their knee
and broke a bone behind it.
1 Hosp
An employee was removing a stuck bolt with a crow bar from existing equipment and fell 25 feet to the ground suffering multiple fractures,
lacerations, and head trauma.
1 Amp
An employee suffered a right index finger tip amputation from a pneumatic hold down clamp.
1 Hosp
A piece of building façade fell and injured a construction worker at Washington Square Development LLC
1 Hosp
Employee slipped and fell on ice in parkng lot when walkng from employees vehicle to the building to start their shift.
1 Hosp
Employee was watching a combination wrench he rigged to an overhead crane to remove a bolt when the wrench slipped off the bolt and flew
back striking employee over left eye.
1 Hosp
Caller is wanting to report the inpatient hospitalization of an employee. The incident occurred on January 10th. Caller stated that a piece of stone
rolled over onto the employees’ leg, due to this incident the employees’ leg was broken.
1 Hosp
Employee was stacking a large bundle on top of small bundle. As operator got off lift the stack fell onto operator
1 Hosp
Employee was in the porta john and a block wall from above came down on top of restroom porta john. Employee has a broken sternum after
concrete block fell on porta john.
1 Hosp
Employee was watching the back of a semi and a wind gust blew the semi trailer door unlocking it from the open position and swinging it closed
hitting the employee. Employee suffer lacerations to the head and a fractured pelvis.
1 Hosp
An employee was using crane to transfer a bundle of steel bar stock onto the loading bed. The employee was caught between a bundle of steel and
a safety wall. Employee suffered a punctured lung, collapsed lung, bleeding on stomach and two fractures of the spine.
1 Amp
An employee suffered a left finger tip amputation during maintenance activities on a bread oven conveyor chain.
1 Hosp
Employee slipped on ice entering the rest area building.
1 Hosp
Employee fell off back dock after they tripped over a mop head.
1 Hosp
Ladder slipped from under employee. Fell to floor.
1 Amp
Employee was ripping a 4 1/2 inch piece of wall panel from a 36x80 inch piece of stock. While cutting the panel, employee was facing toward
another employee while talking to them. Employee's finger lifted the guard on the saw blade and then contacted saw blade. Employee suffered
amputation to right ring finger tip.

1 Hosp
Employee received lacerations to the left arm, right underarm, and back during the cleaning of a mixer blade.
1 Hosp
Walking on dock, tripped over steel on floor, fell off onto parked TSI truck below.
1 Amp
An employee suffered amputations of the left index and middle fingers at the cluster fiber machine.
1 Hosp
Employee was making a routine delivery to a liquor store. Employee had several cases of beer on a dolly and was waiting in the parking lot for the
delivery door top open. During that time the employee shifted his weight the wrong direction, lost his balance which resulted in a fracture to his leg
above the ankle. An ambulance was called and the employee was taken to the hospital where it was confirmed that the Employee had broken their
leg.
1 Amp
Injured employee was entering a trailer. As he was entering, he placed his hand on the door hinge. At the same time, another associate moved the
door. This caught the injured associate’s finger between the hinge and exterior door post. When employee’s finger was caught by door hinge, it
caused an avulsion of the finger pad skin. In order to close the wound, a surgical amputation of the fingertip was required. Employee is doing his
normal job going into a trailer.
1 Amp
Employee was erecting a tent, Employee place their hand in the wrong place and slipped and fell. The tip of employee's finger was amputated.
1 Hosp
Employee was working on installing striping on a slide out room as the set crew ran the slide out to the outer position prior to the stops being
installed. The slide out room fell off the track on top of employee
1 Hosp
Employee was utilizing open ended wrench to fasten lid to mixer. Wrench slipped off one edge of the nut causing he employee to strike their left
pinky finger on a metal obstruction. Immediate injury was apparent laceration with potential fracture / crush of the tip of the left pinky finger.
Employee was provided with options from the physician to receive treatment in the form of closure of injury, o to undergo medical treatment
removing damaged tissue and potentially portions of the bone from the afflicted appendage Employee elected to undergo the latter surgical
intervention as treatment for the injury.
1 Hosp
Employee's arm was injured while they were assisting another employee with threading a pipe. The employee's arm go caught in the rotating part
and got wrapped around the pipe. Paramedics were called and hospitalization was required.
1 Amp
An employee suffered amputations to three fingers on the South Porter Saw #103.
1 Amp
Temporary agency employee supplied by Aerotek was working with a groover machine, attempting to check the depth of the groove with a scrap
piece of pipe. Employee was wearing a pair of leather gloves. Employee's right index finger was caught in grooving machine.
Employee was opening a box and set on the edge of a bin. He opened the box using a utility knife and ws not wearing PPE, box started to fall and
employee fell at the same time employee went to grab the knife was cut on their left wrist.
1 Hosp
Employee was pumping gas and tripped or mis-stepped and fell backwards into the side of the service truck. Employee hit their back. Employee
was seen the da of the accident by an occupational health center physician, employees’ pain became worse and was reevaluated on 1/25/17 when
employee was referred to hospital for emergency evaluation. Employee was admitted to hospital for surgery for damaged lumbar disk. He
remained hospitalized 2 nights and then was released.
1 Amp
Employee reached behind guard to pick a piece of tape off the piston when he thought it was off. As he did this the shaft was aligned and so the
piston extended and latched on to the mandrel crushing the tip of his right index finger
1 Amp
Employee was assisting another employee check belts on sheave. Employee grabbed the belt as it was turning and got his finger caught between
the belt and sheave causing amputation of part of right ring finger
1 Amp

Employee reached into machine (lifter) that lifts shock outer shells into the length checker and caught right thumb in a hole in the stationary
vertical plate severing his thumb at the distal joint. A part apparently fell off and employee was putting it back on the lover shelf of the lifter which
was still operating.
1 Hosp
Bloomington police was notified that the cashier on duty employee was found unconscious in the managers office, with a needle in employee's left
arm. Police arrived and took employee to hospital which we believe it was Bloomington ER and admitted to the IU. Police suspect an overdose.
1 Hosp
An employee suffered an electric shock while tightening the bolts on the flanges of an autoclave heat exchanger.
1 Amp
Employee was trouble shooting a machine and reached into a belt pulley drive area without deenergizing. Employee touched the belt which
started to move and immediately amputated employee's two fingers.
1 Amp
At approximately 5:45 pm on Wednesday January 25th, the Employee sustained a foot injury while backing up fork lift out of a pick aisle in the
warehouse with left his foot outside the envelope of the equipment. As he backed up he cut the corner tight and pinned his foot between a column
and the side of employee forklift.
1 Amp
Employee was manually turning the pull collar by grabbing the top shaft and rotating it toward their body. Employee hand slipped off the shaft and
their fingertip got pinched between the shaft and the pull collar. Amputated the tip of his ring finger on right hand. ER x-ray indicates it didn’t sever
the bone on the fleshy tip.
1 Amp
Employee suffered partial amputation due to finger being crushed between an end pusher plate and a stack of wall board.
1 Hosp
Employee felt severe chest pain and dizzy (employee description - "He saw black") and fell down 8 steps. He was transported to the hospital by
ambulance.
1 Hosp
Employee was getting into the back of the truck and slipped and fell off landing on their back.
1 Hosp
Caller is reporting that on January 27 a 2:30 PM a 70 year old security officer employee fell and broke 2 ribs. Employee was admitted to the
Methodist hospital in Indinapolis, IN.
1 Hosp
Employee suffered 4 broken ribs and a small cut on their liver due to backing up into a die storage cart trying to avoid being splashed by the caustic
tank.
1 Hosp
Employee lifted a box of fish and chicken and got a hernia.
NO MSDS
No gloves for filtering
NO back support belts
1 Amp
While preparing food employee using a knife when he amputated the tip ( approximatle 1/8" ) of the left middle finger.
1 Hosp
Employee went to take a break to get some water. Employee fell to the floor.
1 Hosp
Employee went to the bathroom and they had a seizure and was found by the house keeper. Employee refused to go to the hospital family
member came to get them in the locker room they had another seizure and then was taken to the hospital.
1 Amp
Employee placed hand beyond designated guard. Employee crushed left index, middle, and ring finger between two rollers. Employee suffered left
index, middle, and ring finger amputations.
1 Hosp

Teammate got a welding wire stuck to their hand. Employee was sent to the hospital to check for an infection. The teammate was placed on an
antibiotic and kept overnight, as a precaution, to make sure the infection went away. Teammate was released this morning to home and with oral
antibiotics.
1 Amp
Employee was up in a lift working with a 40’ stud and the lift retracted amputating part of the left ring finger first knuckle.
1 Amp
Caller is reporting that a technician placed a pipe in a saw-jig. When the clamp came down it caught his right index finger pinning it between the
clamp and the pipe. Employee was taken to ER. They could not save par of employee finger and it was amputated between the first and second
knuckle of his right index finger.
Hosp
Employee was in a trailer unhooking support straps when a forklift entered and hit a pallet which pinned their left ankle between the pallet and the
side of the truck breaking left ankle.
1 Hosp
Employee lost their balance and leaned against a railing and the railing failed and employee fell to the ground about eight to ten feet.
1 Amp
An employee suffered an amputation to the right and left index fingers during the operation of a press brake.
1 Amp
While attempting to clean the machine and dislodge debris, employee's hand was pulled into a roll assembly injuring three fingers.
1 Hosp
Caller is from Calling to report an accident that occurred on 1/27/2017. Caller states that they were just informed by the hospital that this is going
to be considered and amputation which was not their original report.
1 Hosp 1 Amp
Employee was about to place preblow in machine, foot slipped and smashed thumb.
1 Amp
Employee was helping another employee set up a job and told the operator to start up the job while his hand was resting on a pinch point area.
1 Hosp
The employee was walking across the production floor shortly after lunch when employee tripped on a guide rail that sticks up approximately 1
inch. The rail is a transfer line to move material carts in the production process.
1 Hosp
Returning from an approved trip form Florida he stopped to get gas. He slipped on ice from a standing position and struck his head.
1 Hosp
Warehouse picker trainee lost balance during a turn while using an electric pallet jack. Employee left leg was between pallet jack and a rack which
caused an injury
1 Amp
Our injured employee was placing material into a fixture. A second employee engaged a clamp that caught the injured employee's finger resulting
in a crush injury.
1 Hosp
Caller is reporting an employee was hospitalized and hadsome work done on his arm. Employee misstepped on a ladder and when he caught
himself he injred his arm.
1 Hosp
Employee reportedly fell approximately 20-25 feet while assembling tube and clamp scaffolding.
1 Hosp
Supervisor was using a backhoe to load fire hydrant into the back of the truck when it became detached from the lifting strap used to hoist it.
Falling to the ground and tipped over on employee's leg.
1 Hosp
Cleaning chemical was still in the beer line and the employee tasted some of it and was burned.
1 Hosp

An employee was intervening in an altercation between two patients. Employee states that one of the patients tripped over the bed and pulled
employee down by his arm separating his left shoulder.
1 Hosp
Employee was traveling form our Seymour location back to the Columbus location. They were exiting off of SR 11 on I65 when they came into
contact with a tractor trailer. Employee was transported to St. Vincent Hospital for in patient care. Incident is still under investigation.
1 Hosp
Employee was walking between 2 tables when their foot got caught in a peer's wheelchair. Employee fell to the ground, and a snapping sound was
herd by the supervisors in the area. Employee left leg/lower calf looked to be severely injured and at an irregular angle. Employee was transported
to hospital by ambulance.
1 Hosp
Employee has worked for company for 13 years and we accept that the hernia is most likely work related. Employee has had 2 pervious hernia
surgeries. Employee was not hospitalized at the hernia surgery but developed complications that brought employee to be admitted February 14th,
2017. The insurance carrier notified me today at 1:50 pm.
1 Amp
Employee was cutting meal plates, using air shear. Amputated the top of employee right thumb aboue the knucle.
A unit of corrugated sheet fell on an employee while loading a trailer. Causing neck and back injuries.
1 Hosp
Employee had an allergic reaction during a catered evening for the Miller College of Business.
1 Hosp
Team member was behind building , there ws a curb and when team member went to step up onto th ecurb he missed the step and fell. Theam
member injured his (R) hip, (R) shoulder and (R) knee.
1 Amp
Employee was cutting 1" foam on table saw and did not use push stick. Material kicked back and pulled finger under guard. Amputated tip of index
finger on left hand.
1 Hosp
Foot tangled in phone cord. Stood up to walk, tripped nd fell due to phone cord.
1 Hosp
An associate was counting parts in containers in the cold press area of the facility. The associate was between stacks of containers and then moved
to into the walking isle. As the associate moved into the isle, a fork lift drove by. The associate was with one other person, who saw the fork lift
coming, so they yelled out to the associate. The associate then turned around, with their back facing the isle. The mast of the forklift hit the
associate in the leg and knocked them down. The fork lift stopped immediately after noticing they had struck the employee. The fork lift came to a
stop on top of the associates’ foot, so the fork lift operator had to back up off of them. An ambulance was called immediately. First responders
came to the scene and assisted as necessary. The associate left on the ambulance to go to the hospital for further evaluation and treatment.
1 Hosp
Employee was reaching under counter for items to stock product when a can of PAM sprays seal broke and it ignited and the employee was burnt.
1 Hosp
Employee burnt their feet when they stepped into molten led.
1 Amp
Employee was inspecting exhaust blower unit on a laser cutting machine. power was off but employee grabbed fan belt before motor stopped .
employees left index finger was then caught between drive belt and pulley. finger tip was not able to be reattached
1 Hosp
Employee was walking along top of berm to get to next work location. Employee drop their garbage bag and slipped on the gravel which caused
him to break his leg. The Employee was transported to St. Catherine hospital in East Chicago IN where employee had an operation to fix the broken
tibia fibula.
1 Hosp
Employee was headed to Community South for site visit. Ran light and was T-boned hit on driver's side door.
1 Hosp
Caller is reporting the hospitalization of an employee who tripped over a pallet and broke their hip. Employee had hip replacement surgery this
morning.

1 Hosp
Employee was moving a curtain and the pole hit the stile and employee jumped out of the way but employee's leg and broke it.
1 Amp
Employee reached in front of another employee into the point of operation of the machine that was about to cycle. Employee suffered amputation
to left index finger tip.
1 Hosp
A Team Member was walking along the north end of Extrusion Press 4 in the process of conducting various troubleshooting activities. Another
Team Member was mopping the same area. As the first Team member finished crossing over an elevated platform, they lost their footing on the
far side, resulting in a fall. The Tem Member landed on their right side, ultimately resulting in a fractured hip.
1 Hosp
Employee was walking around in the live bird receiving area when a forklift hit her and ran over her leg. Employee suffered fractures in lower right
leg and possible fracture in left leg.
1 Hosp
Employee became short of breath and reported to the hospital and was admitted.
1 Hosp
Employee kicked the frame of the bed to let down the patients bedrail. Employee PPE or clothing got caught in the bed rail button, she twisted and
fell flat on the floor causing left hip to break.
1 Amp
Employee was breaking block for retaining wall and caught finger in between boulder and block, cutting off approximately 1/2 inch of finger
1 Hosp
Caller reported an incident that had occurred in which an employee hurt their back. Employee was working in the back by lifting 50 lbs bags in
which employee hurt their back. Employee reported to supervisor but employee denied medical treatment instead employee left work early. Caller
stated that they spoke to supervisor today in which they stated that employee was hospitalized overnight for lower and upper back pain at Saint
Joseph Hospital.
1 Amp
Employee caught their right index finger in a profile roller. Finger was partially amputated at the hospital.
1 Amp
Employee was reaching for a wire and the ladder kicked out from over him so he went to grab the back hang and caught his finger and ripped it off
1 Hosp
Employee was burned by molten iron. Left leg and foot.
1 Hosp
Employee was reparing a piece of equipmnet and got his left hand caught.
1 Hosp
Employees where doing a set up on a press. Set up operators were ready to pull small sections of the die and needed to use the 18,000lb forklift.
The driver of the forklift stated they honked their horn before backing up but did not see the victim. Forklift ended up running over their foot.
1 Hosp
Employee had an injury resulting in a hospitalization.
Potential fractures to fingers and arm.
1 Hosp
Employees were traveling on Highway 74 when a wind gust blew them and several other vehicles off the road. Their truck rolled over several times
ejecting the driver and the passenger. Neither the passenger nor the driver were wearing their seatbelts. Employee was care flighted to Saint
vincent hospital
1 Amp
During the manufacturng process of plastic lids, a temporary worker reached into a bowl to retrieve a lid that was stuck. Employee neglected to
press the E-Stop button to stop the moving equipment employees right, middle, finger was crushed and cut by the moving parts.
1 Hosp
Employee was walking through the plant on their way to the break room and recived a laceration on head from a forklift.

1 Hosp
Employee was walking on top of some super sacks of finished product verifying the material type in certain bags. Employee tripped or lost their
footing and fell 5 feet to the floor hitting their head.
1 Hosp
Employee slipped and fell at the same level, resulting in fractures to tibula and fiblua
1 Amp
The associate was loading a single spindle drill press with an aluminum extrustion taht was being processed. Injury to the right index finger was
caused by entanglement at the point of peration due to th euse of cut resistant glvies when the associate ws operating a drill press.
Employee sustained liquid propane burns to his stomach area.
1 Hosp
Employee was operating an End Rider Pallet Truck and struck a conveyor with their leg resulting in severe laceration and fractured femur.
1 Amp
Employee was cutting plywood on the table saw and cut approximately 1/4' off the tip of their right 3rd finger.
1 Amp
Employee was backing through an area that was very tight. It appears that as they were backing up, they were bracing themself on the rear upright
of the protective cage on the forklift. In doing so, their finger was wrapped around the bar which created a pinch point between the forklift and
anything outside of the roll bar. When the forklift and a stack of finished product met, their finger was severed.
1 Hosp
Employee walked out into the parking lot after clocking out and slipped on some ice and broke their femur.
1 Hosp
An unsecured piece of plywood was covering an access hole to an electrial vault. An employee moved the piece of plywood(I assume they walked
forward with it.) and stepped into the hole and fell about fifteen feet.
1 Hosp
Employee what unloading tires at a stop and when dismounting employee lost their footing and landed on right side fracturing their right hip and
right wrist.
1 Amp
Employee amputated the tip of their left small finger while cutting one inch plywood on a table saw.
1 Hosp
Employee slipped and fell on a patch of ice as they were exiting their vehicle causing injury to ankle.
1 Amp
An employee working on station 13 in department 5940 Valve Body had a partial amputation of the right middle finger tip while unjamming part
1 Hosp
Employee and supervisor had a disagreement about prepping the food for brunch when th eemployee became upset.
Employee had chest pain possible anxiety attack.
While using a table saw to cut foam insulation employees index finger was severed
1 Hosp
Employee was unloading a delivery truck of 4 light poles. Poles were stacked in an enclosed trailer as Tim was pushing light poles out of the truck
they fell over and landed on his right leg.
1 Hosp
Employee was walking down staris, mis-stepped and fell onto knee.
1 Amp
Employee was trying to remove a packing knuckle from a bar. The knuckle w stuck and after striking with a hammer the employee grabbed the
knuckle to remove it for the starter pin. The knuckle shifted/rotted causing employee's finger to be pinched between the knuckle and the fixed
walking bed rake.
1 Hosp

The Employee was using a hotel pan and cut his forefinger of his left hand.
1 Hosp
Employee was south bound on St Rd 135 approaching the intersection of Oliver Branch road heading south. A vehicle heading North at the last
second entered the intersection to go west and pulled out in front of Employees vehicle. Employee swerved and clipped the car and hit the curb
sending employees vehicle into a ditch.
1 Amp
Employee was cutting material on a table saw blade when he reached across to the left side of the table saw with his right hand to clear cut stock.
Employee suffered an amputation to right middle finger tip
1 Hosp
Employee was shearing two pieces of metal side by side. The piece was positioned so the hold downs for the shear missed the piece. When
employee cycled the machine the piece shifted and the end came up and struck him in the face. Employee suffered an open fracture to the jaw
that required surgery.
1 Hosp
Employee stuck their fingers inside a sheet metal break after the "clear" was given. The brake closed on employees fingers(four fingers did not
amputate).
1 Hosp
Employee trip and fell and received a broken arm.
1 Hosp
Employee spraying parts, hand started swelling and sharp pain.
1 Hosp
Employee reported squeezing sensation in chest and tingling of fingers. Transported by guard to local emergency room. Employee was admitted for
testing for heart attack/ other symptoms. No confirmation form hospital at this time of heart attack. Some symptoms were present so employee
was admitted for tests.
1 Hosp
Employee coming out of bathroom, opened bathroom door in towards employee and rain into the door with employee face, causing a cut inside of
lip.
1 Hosp
Employee sweeping floor bent over and hit their head on th corner of the conveyor, cutting of employee head.
1 Hosp
Employee set a clamp on the press above themselves and the clamp fell hitting employee on the head, causing a cut.
1 Hosp
Employee suffered a harte attack while viewing the inside of a semi cab and fell to the ground striking their head.
1 Amp
Employee was utilizing an air actuated punch to punch out plastics lids out of plastic sheet. The employee had just released the two hand controls
that had punched a lid and the load cell had retracted to its upward home position. As they reached in to remove the lid, the load cell sheered
from the platen and the platen fell striking the employees right index and middle finger.
Employee set a slide out wall on a cart with his finger tip between the cart and the bottom edge of the slide out wall. Employee immediately
reacted jerking their hand back ripping his finger tip off.
1 Amp
The employee was cutting a piece of steel with an Accur Seer machine. Employee pressed the pedal to activate the machine and felt pressure on
his left ring finger. Employee immediately pulled his hand away and realized that something had pinched the end of employee finger.
1 Amp
Employee recived severe injury to right hand resulting in surgery leading to amputation of hand and hopitalization.
1 Hosp
Employee was stocking their phlebotomy cart and when they bent down to put blood culture bottles on th ebottom basket, the employee felt a
pulled muscle in their back.
1 Amp

While employee was running a forging hammer employee put their left hand in the point of opperation and crushed their left hand. Partial
amputation (not whole hand).
1 Amp
while servicing a garbage containor the employees left thumb got caught between containor and the thruck. Resulting in a partial amputation.
1 Amp
Employee was moving material from the bolt making area to the next operation while driving a stand up forklift. As employee turned the corner
with two tubs of fasteners it appeares from the tire marks that the employee did not straighten coarse and ran into the front of one of the
machines. Employee received a crushed foot with fractures resulting in amputation of second and third toe on the left foot.
1 Amp
As employee reached into mold to retrieve a finished molded part, the lifters inside the mold timed out and cycled pulling the part back into the
mold pinching their left index finger between the finished part and the mold. The employee's finger was pinched in this position for approximately
two to three minutes. A Toolmaker used a pry bar to release their finger. The injury the employee sustained was a burn to their left index finger.
1 Hosp
Employee's responsibilities were to hold the base of the ladder and carry the ladder from building to building. Employee was directed not to climb
on roofs. When the supervisor left the job site the employee climbed on the roof with-in 10 minutes and fell off the roof.
1 Hosp
Employee was reaching outside the fork truck operating cage and pushing on a set of double stacked finished goods parts racks. The racks were not
stacked properly and employee was trying to shake them so the top rack would fall into place.
1 Hosp
Employee was passing a sheet of decking around a column to another employee. Employee fell from height while installing decking sheets on a
structural steel building.
1 Amp
Employee was riding on the back of a trash truck in a residential neighborhood. Employee placed their hand inside the hopper when the hopper
was moving and the blade snipped his finger.
1 Amp
Employee was sliding a metal plate into a press by hand and pinched their right ring finger between the handle of the plate and the press. Finger
tip of right ring finger was pinched near the first knuckle causing the finger tip to be pulled from the bone.
1 Amp
Employee was taking tape from the tape machine when it got stuck. Employee went to get the tape loose and that is when the automatic blade on
the machine came down cutting her left index finger
1 Hosp
1. Employee was in the post surgical station and tripped over a chair and fell on to their right lower extremities.
1 Hosp
Employee was in the back of an ambulance and the ambulance was in an auto accident
Employee was wearing their seat belt.
Hosp
Employee was romoving bolt with ratchet. Ratchet slipped cusing arm to go downward. Right forearm hit cotter pin causing gash on right forearm.
1 Hosp
Injury Description: Employee's hands/wrist areas were injured with one hand having some cuts on fingers and the wrist/arm area being smashed.
1 Hosp
Employee was walking across parking lot going into store to get food for a client food. Employee then took a missed step and somehow feel to the
ground on her side. Employee drove herself to hospital where it was discovered she had fractured hip
1 Amp
Employee was cutting styrofoam with a table saw. He was wearing gloves. Employee reached sideways across the table to pull a piece of foam, and
the blade snagged his glove pulling employees left hand into the blade
1 Hosp
A floop operator was cutting the bands on a steel coil and entered the coil rack. Once he cut the bands, the coil shifted and pinned his feet against
the coil rack. The coil crushed his left foot and lacerated his right leg.

1 Hosp
to conduct work duties on an electrical utility line. The work duties that needed to be done were such as, but not limited to, relieving tension on
the lines to straighten out the pole, move and set a new anchor for the guy lines, replace the pre-sets and johnny balls on the guy lines, and set the
guy lines to the new anchor location. During the process of replacing the pre-sets, replacing the johnny balls, and moving the guy wires to the new
anchor, the loose guy wire came in contact with an energized jumper and shocked an employee. The electrical shock required inpatient
hospitalization for oversight and burns on hands.
1 Hosp
Employee was engaged in cleaning a tank that had chemical residue inside. The residue ignited. Employee was hospitalized
1 Hosp
Employee was severely burned and a warehouse was razed after a propane rail car exploded in East Chicago.
1 Hosp
Employee got leg caught between the apron of the wood chpper and a log.
1 Hosp
Employee was climbing down an extension ladder from an elevated platform (he was installing fire alarm devices). As he was climbing down the tie
wires on the top broke and the ladder slid out from under employee.
1 Hosp
Employee attempted to pust 2 wheeler under a caron on semi trailer without adequate room to stand and perform the task.
1 Amp
Employee was cutting off the end of a board with a circular saw. Employee was securing the board with his right hand and using a saw with his left
hand. As he was sawing the end off, the saw jumped and cut the tip of his finger off
1 Amp
Maintenance tech pinched off half inch of left middle finger. Employee grabbed ahold of a machine with automatic moving parts.
1 Hosp
Team member was walking into work and slipped on mud and employee knee went back.
1 Amp
Employee was trying to unplug a flow to a feeder and bypassed solenoid and lid closed on employees hand. Employee suffered a partial
amputation.
1 Hosp
Employee was picking up product to put into cart. Employees foot got caught in shrink wrap that was on the floor. Employee fell on their left side
and fractured left femur.
1 Amp
Employee was bagging meat products in plastic bag with a metal fixture. Employees tried to catch fixture as it was falling and finger got caught
between the metal fixture and the metal table it was mounted to. Employee finger was amputated
1 Hosp
Employee states was going into closet and tripped over storage rack and fell.
1 Hosp
Employee possibly tripped and fell over wrinkle in the carpet in her office. It is unknown what actually occurred as the employee doesn’t recall and
there were not a witnesses present. Employee hurt right hand and right side of the head. Employee was kept in hospital for brain scan and hand xray. It is unknown if employee was in patient hospitalized at this time.
1 Hosp
The caller is reporting that they had an employee who was in town for a conference who was hit by a car.
1 Hosp
Employee slid off of a roof. Employee had thier harness on but the rope grab was to low. Employee hit scaffolding after sliding off the roof.
Employee was kept over night Brused leg and back.
1 Hosp
An employee was trying to clear debris from a roller, their ring finger was caught and pulled into the rollers, and their ring was crushed into the
finger. The employee was admitted to the hospital.
1 Hosp

Employee was accidentally sprayed with powdered lime material and inhaled some of the powder. Employee was admitted to hospital for
observation.
1 Amp
Employee was working on 520 gauge when their arm hit the cylinder activation lever which caused clamping device to pinch their left ring finger in
the clamp. Employee sustained fingertip amputation and fracture to left ring finger.
1 Hosp
Approximately four employees were lifting out a wedge assembly from a 505-06 press pit. The employee in the pit welded eye bolts to the wedge
assembly so it could be lifted out. As the wedge assembly was being lifted out of the pit, it got caught on the side of the press legs. The employee in
the pit tried to move the wedge assembly when the weld to the nut that was holding the eye bolt broke, causing the wedge to fall on one side. This
resulted in smashing employees left arm and left index finger.
1 Amp
Employee was servicing a machine. In the process, they removed the barrier guard and reached into machine without performing lockout/tagout.
The employee's body activated the press and his right finger got caught and smashed in the die on the down cycle. The employee's finger required
amputation.
1 Hosp
Tripped on therapy mirror and landed on the floor. Left intertrochanteric proximal femur fracture.
1 Amp
Employee was reaching into pallet wrapping machine trying to get the cut arm to go back into the socket. Employee pushed the retract button and
bent down to push the arm back in and it cut his index and middle finger
1 Amp
The caller is reporting that last week a gentleman was pushing a cart and his finger was smashed between the cart and machinery. The caller states
that the employee was from a Temp agency and they just got the report stating that the employee received a slight amputation of the fingernail
and the tip of the finger.
1 Hosp
Employee was operating a press form machine and stacking parts when the stack of metal sheets fell onto the top of Their left foot (behind the
steel toe plate fracturing the metatarsals). Employee saw a specialist, Dr. Pagano, who did not feel surgery was needed at that time.
During a 04/25/17 follow up at the clinic of employees left foot fracture and there was concern of a blood clot. Employee was sent to Elkhart
General Hospital for an ultrasound which revealed employee did have a deep vein thrombosis and was admitted. While there, they found two
pulmonary embolisms and performed an magnetic resonance imaging of her brain to check for blood clots there.
1 Hosp
Employee fell off the scaffolding aproximately thirty feet.
2 Hosp
Two employees sustained injuries as a result of an incident at an electrical power distribution center inside the refinery.
1 Amp
Worker jammed a button into ON position, reached into machinery, and got his hand pulled into a slitter. His hand was amputated
1 Hosp
Employee was taking bubble warp out of a trash barrel to put into a trash bag. Employee was placing bubble wrap on the floor and they got tangled
in it. Employee broke their fibula in right leg after getting wrapped up in buble wrap.
1 Amp
Two employees were working together to adjust shelf height. One employee dropped the end of the metal shelving beam causing it to come down
on the finger of the other employee. Injured employee suffered a partial amputation to left pointer finger
1 Hosp
Employee was operating an asphalt paving roller crossing a 30mph road to transport the roller from one job to another. A speeding car hit the
front right side of the roller. Employee was ejected from the roller and suffered stitches to the head , broken ribs and a broken knee cap
1 Hosp
Employee was driving PIE and had foot sticking out from platform and struck foot on shelving and injured left foot.
1 Amp
Employee was pushing material through the table saw and got his finger to close to the blade. Employee suffered soft tissue amputation of distal
4th finger tip.

1 Hosp
Employee driving pallet jacket ran into barrier while trying to turn a corner in the warehouse. Lower ankle was seriously cut and employee was
transported to the hospital.
1 Amp
Employee received a distal tip amputation to the right thumb. Employee was laying a slide down on a table when the spring snapped compressing
the slide against employees thumb
1 Hosp
Driver was hooking up dolly with his hand in front and when he put it in to the trailer his finger got caught in trailer. When employee pulled his
finger away his skin was removed from his right pinky finger.
1 Hosp
Employee was moving inventory. Employee feel from shelf ,causing multiple fractures to multiple parts of his body.
1 Amp
Employee removed guard and reached in to clean foreign object from Lickerin assembly. Gears grabbed their glove and partially pulled in
hand/arm. Employee suffered severe laceration of left forearm and three fractures to fingers of left hand.
1 Amp
Two employees were unloading steel ductwork sections from a semi-trailer. One piece of ductwork fell while being unloaded and landed on an
employee’s foot. The employee was taken to the hospital.
1 Hosp
Associate states was bending over to help lift a patent when employee felt a "pop" in lower back. Employee states instantly loss of vision and
hearing became muffled. Associated denied loss of consciousness, reports it took about 30 minutes to feel better and regain of vision. Employee
state when standing up again, the same thing happened. Associate states blood pressure was checked and it was 80/50 with Heart Rate in 50s,
which is unusual for associate. Multiple tests were ordered and Emergency Room physician decided to admit associate to hospital.
1 Amp
Employee was making latch boxes using drill press and amputated left middle finger.
1 Amp
At building 4 axle line 1, a spindle nut runner operator was operating on the axle line when the Nut Runner machine detected a defect in the D80
axle and needed to be removed to be reworked. Employee 2 placed the hook from the load chain on the inner part of the tube and employee 1
(injured employee) placed the hook from the load chain on the opposite side. Employee one proceeded to guide the D80 axle that was already
horizontal over to the rack used for parts that need reworked. Between the Line and the rework rack was another 6 Ft. rack (Red Rabbit Rack) with
parts used to test the machine for function ability. Employee 1 lifted the part over the rack at about 6 ½ Ft. high. Employee 1 had his left hand
holding the crane's pendant and his right hand on the top of the hub at the end of the axle with his fingers slightly on the inner edge. The load
shifted as he guided the axle and the top of the hook smashed his right pinky finger on the dust shield attached to the hub
1 Amp
Employee was cutting gating off of an unfinished casting. Employee suffered an amputation to the left thumb
1 Amp
Workplace distal amputation-left index finger
1 Hosp
Employee was spraying oil on asphalt truck bed from 6 feet high platform and fell. Employee suffered concussion and broken bones.
1 Hosp
Colleague reached into an air lock. Employee suffered an avulsion on the right middle finger
1 Hosp
Employee climbed a tree in a right of way to cut some limbs off the tree. While moving locations in the tree employee fell approximately 35 feet to
the ground. Preliminary investigation concludes employee was not properly connected to a repel line employee had placed in the tree prior to
removing employees safety belt to move locations in the tree.
1 Amp
Employee was working on poly pack machine on the cutting blade. Employee did not ear the tech say all clear. Cycle started and employees left
index finger tip was amputated1
1 Hosp

Team member was walking past a machine when material from machine fell on employee. Employee suffered a broken right femur
1 Amp
Allegedly a piece of profile became jammed in a fresh cut machine. Associate tried to unjam the machine when the machine cycled causing a
partial amputation.
1 Amp
During the installation of a trailer nose, an associates finger was caught under edge of nose. In order to close the wound it required a partial
amputation.
1 Hosp
Employee was standing beside forklift talking to the operator and a welding buggy backed into employee fracturing their left femur.
Driver slipped and fell dislocating their shoulder.
Employees were installing septic system when the wall caved in on two employees. both employees were life lined to the hospital.
1 Amp
Employee was cutting a piece of trim at an angle and the off fall piece of trim was caught between the blade and the back stop causing the trim to
jump up. Her left hand holding the trim was thrown up into the bottom of the blade. Laceration of thumb and loss of left 1st and 2nd fingers.
1 Hosp
Employee is reporting that hurt their left knee trying to help one of the residents. Employee states that employee was trying to prevent a two
person assist resident from having a fall and as employee was turning to stop the resident form moving another resident was coming aboard and
employee turned and hit their knee on the cart.
1 Amp
While attempting to guide paper through a slitter section of the rewinder, employee ran his finger through the slitter nip resulting in cutting the tip
of his left middle finger off just past the start of the nail bed.
1 Amp
Employee smashed his finger on a metal binder on a machine. Employee left pointer finger on left hand had to reattached
1 Amp
Employee was observing a motor gear box for an oil leak. Employee hand was caught in the chain and got pulled into the gears. Employees middle
right finger was amputated.
1 Hosp
The employee was clearing the blow plate on cell #3 loramendi core machine. Employee was standing approximately 39 inches above the floor on a
hopper. After completing the cleaning the employee was stepping down from the hopper and missed the bar on the back side of the hopper used
as a step and fell, landing on employee’s back.
Caller stated that the accident occurred due to a traffic incident at a construction zone.
1 Amp
Employee was placing 20 foot piece of 3 inch diameter steel tube onto a rack and another tube on top of the rack became dislodged and fell from
rack. Employee attempted to catch the falling tube and it caught his finger causing an amputation.
1 Amp
Employees finger became entangled with a loose thread of a rotating buff and the finger tip was amputated.
1 Amp
Employee was working with a co-worker changing a screw conveyor bearing when his hand was caught in a rotary valve. Employee suffered
amputation to four fingers on right hand
1 Amp
Employee was bolting up a flange with a hydraulically powered torque wrench. Employee's left index finger tip was caught between the wrench
and the backer nut. Employee suffered partial amputation to the left index finger tip
1 Amp
Employee was lifting a steel bar with a crane and failed to secure the load properly resulting in the steel bar departing from crane rigging impacting
the employees foot. Employee suffered three broken toes and a partial amputation.
1 Hosp

Laborer taking down hydro scaffold. metal frame that the hydro goes up was being disassembled. contractor was unaware that the bolts had been
removed when he was climbing down the frame it came down on his head. Employee was transported to Community North.
Employee was at least 5 ft high when the fall occurred
at least 35 people
1 Hosp
Employee was repairing a light fixture when someone jostled the ladder. Employee was startled and touched something that shocked him.
Employee fell from step ladder and broke his ankle. Employee was at least 9 ft up.
1 Amp
Employee was cutting a piece of wood on a table saw when his left hand slipped off the material and made contact with the saw blade. Employee
suffered an amputation of the left fifth digit down to the first knuckle.
1 Amp
While trying to reposition a manual pallet jack employee got his small finger caught in between the frame of the pallet jack and the
lowering/raising front tires
1 Amp
Associate was checking a swing used to lift a stamping dye. Swing continued to move catching the associates left hand ring finger between the
swing and the dye. Employee suffered a amputation to the left ring finger.
1 Amp
Associate was cleaning machine rollers and was pulled into rollers causing an open fracture to the left ring finger. Employee suffered a medical
amputation
1 Amp
Employee was cleaning a hopper and the wand on his pressure washer got caught in chunker blades. When employee reached into the machine to
retrieve the broken off section of pressure washer wand his hand got caught between the running chunker blades and crushed right hand.
Employee had right hand surgically amputated.
1 Amp
Employee was working on a piece of equipment and somehow got his hand caught in the auger which caused an amputation
1 Amp
Employee was working in a jack stand holding the wheel with his left hand. Employee was using a dead blow hammer when he missed the axel and
hit his hand. Employee left hand index finger was later amputated.
1 Amp
Employee locked out the air handler unit computer and unit, and was checking the condition of the belts. The belts were free spinning slowly then
began to spin faster. The employee stepped back, lost his balance, and reached for something to steady himself. The employee grabbed the unit
belt and his hand was pulled into the belt pulley. The employee tried to pull his hand free but was not quick enough. The machine cut off the top
of his finger.
1 Hosp
Employee was working the sterile department Servpro used disinfect oil which caused employees to be over sensitive to the fumes . Employee was
hospitalized for observation
1 Amp
Elevator mechanic was closing the door operator manually with the power off and he pinched his left hand ring finger in the equipment. Employee
suffered an amputation
1 Hosp
Employee slipped on the ice in the spare bus parking lot. Employee sastained contusion on right elbow.
1 Hosp
Employee cut finger on the underside of paper cutter while moivng it.
1 Hosp
Forklift operator got left arm caught between forklift rear support post and tailgate of dump truck causing fracture to upper left arm
1 Amp
Employee was cutting panels on a table saw. Employee suffered soft tissue amputation of 4th distal.
1 Hosp

Employee was elevated in a altec lie truck and contacted an energized cut out. The cut out was approximately 2400 volts and resulted in second
degree burns to his shoulder to his shoulder, thigh and shin. Employee went unconscious for a few moments and coworkers lowered him to the
ground ambulance arrived shortly after
1 Amp
Maintenance employee was injured during machine repair. Employee suffered amputation of index and middle finger
1 Hosp
Employee was driving an off road dump truck with in Ironstone subdivision when employee became disoriented. An ambulance was called by
employer to assist medical treatment of employee. Employee was transported to hospital and treated for severe dehydration. Employee was
released at approximately 6 pm and released to return to work. Employee stated that they hadn’t eaten anything in over 24 hours. Water is
available and provided to employee on daily basis on jobsite.
1 Hosp
Employee twisted ankle and hit their head. An ambulance was called employee was taken to hospital.
1 Amp
Associate was unloading plastic sheet from extruder onto skid. The associate cut the tip of his right index finger off.
1 Hosp
Concrete foreman lower left leg was caught under a concrete roller screed while smoothing out patches on I-69. Employee suffered a fractured
tibia and fibula
1 Hosp
Moving a Colbert pipe and it kicked back and hit him on the elbow. Employee suffered a cut and small fracture to the left arm
1 Amp
Employee cut off a quarter of his thumb off with a meat saw
1 Hosp
Workers right hand lodged in the feeder roller of the machine in order to free up corrugatedsheets when his gloved hand was caught and pulled
into machine. Emplyees right hand was de gloved
1 Amp
Employee and their supervisor were working on a saw to detemine why it was leaving a burr on the parts. The machine was put in manual
operation so they could check to see if the vise in alginment. The supervisor manually openned the vise a couple of times, there was no additional
communication between the two and the vise jaws closed on the employees right indes finger. The employee was taken to the local emergency
room.
Employee was diagnosed with a degloving and referred to the Indiana Hand and Shoulder Center for treatment. At Indiana Hand Center, rather
than reconstructive work, the Employee opted for an amputation of the tip of their finger.
1 Hosp
An operator on Hunter Line #2 got left arm caught in a pinch point on a production machine.
1 Hosp
2 crew member onsite dragging vacuum truck hose through floor grates from the basement. The employee was on the second level pulling hose
and hose was caught when pulled on it the hose handle hit the light switch on the second floor shutting off the lights. The employee stumbled on
the hose lying behind feet backside hit the edge of the opening in the floor and body flipped over and though the open floor grate.
1 Hosp
Turret pushed a pallet jack which in turn hit inventroy racking, which in turn hit employee's left ankle.
1 Hosp
Two employee were transporting a bush by using a backhoe down a hill for disposal. The grass was wet and the backhoe flipped on its side.
Employee sustained head injury, broken ribs, possible punctured lung.
1 Amp
Employee smashed finger. Employee was manually loading an axle tube to a continental tube cutter through a guide when incident occurred.
1 Hosp
The Employee was walking and fell down and hit their head on the floor. Employee had a big knot and was bleeding from the nose. Employee had
told someone else that see had been falling a lot and had bruising. Employee did state they were not feeling well before incident and didn't have
anything to eat all day. Employee was incoherent and was taken away by an ambulance.

1 Hosp
Employee was tripped and rolled approximately 25ft down a hill landing in the ditch line.
1 Amp
Employee was cutting material on table saw and was not using a push stick. Employee's right hand index finger was amputated.
1 Hosp
Unknown. The employee was found unresponsive on passenger side of employee's vehicle. Employee is a custodian with the company and is
responsible for traveling to and from various locations for his job duties which included mowing the grass with a push mower..
1 Hosp
Employee was moving forward with his forks behind him on the forklift when another employee was in the air picking in the same row and when
he came down he hit the other employee with the forks in his back. Employee suffered two cracked ribs, two cracked vertebra and some internal
bleeding.
1 Amp
Employee was applying pipe insulation while working approx. 3-4' on an 8' stepladder. Employee lost balance and began to fall. While trying to
catch himself employees right arm contacted a 5' galvanized steel pipe saddle with his arm catching on the edge of the saddle. This edge resulted in
a laceration to employees right arm.
Employee felt faint and was transported to Medical Center with possible heat exhaustion.
1 Hosp
Employee was retrieving chemicals from a chemical storage building and was later found unresponsive by supervisor in storage room.
1 Hosp
Employee suffered a chest laceration /puncture wound caused by a metal rod he was using. Employee stuck rod into machine without waiting for
machine to cycle to de energize,. Blades were still turning and caught the bar shooting it back toward the employee
1 Hosp
Die Maintenance employee was tightening a die steel bolt with a long wrench. Employee was pulling down on the wrench when they fell
backwards into another die on the floor.
1 Amp
Employee was exiting a scissor lift facing forward when he stepped down his ring on his right hand got caught on a bolt and ripped his finger off
1 Hosp
Employee was found unconscious in the parking lot of Murphy’s Oil. It appears employee feel off the back of his trailer and hit his head. Employee
has been unconscious since the day of incident. Employees is still in the hospital
1 Hosp
Employee is hospitalized due to being struck by automobile. Employee suffered multiple injuries from accident
1 Hosp
While preforming maintenance on a fertilizer spreader, employee removed the tire from the axle. The axle then swung and pinned the emploiee's
head between the axle and the frame.
Additional Information: Informed that worker was admitted to the hospital on 6/21/2017 at 1300 hr, confirmed that the employee was admitted
for treatment at 0754 on 6/22/2017 with Jeremy at Deconess Hospital,
1 Amp
Employee was cutting 7 inch long piece of 3 inch ABS pipe when he cut off tip of their left thumb with a miter saw.
1 Hosp 1 Amp
Employee was holding the left palm button with her hand while she reached into die with her right hand. Her right elbow hit the right side palm
button and activated a press cycle. When the press came down it crushed and lacerated her hand.
1 Hosp
Employee was attempting to sit on a chair and it rolled away from and employee fell and refract red her right leg.
1 Amp
Employee was polishing a chuck on an M&M Spinner Machine when their finger was caught between the cone roller and chuck while machine was
in operation causing amputation of the right middle finger
1 Hosp 1 Amp
Employee finished cutting a piece of paneling. Employee took his eyes off the saw and turned to his right putting his left hand into the blade.

1 Hosp
Was injecting chickens with vaccine and accidently injected vaccine into top of hand between thumb and wrist.
1 Hosp 1 Amp
Crew member had multiple surgeries and an amputation due to haveing an I beam knocked down on to him by other crew members
1 Hosp
Employee was riding in tow truck as exiting of truck employee fell to the ground striking their head. Employee was hospitalized.
1 Hosp
Employee was bailing cardboard. Employee's hand got caught in the bailer. Result was open fracture of left hand and forearm.
1 Hosp
Employee was walking down an incline to work on the drive for a belt. While walking down the incline the incline the employee slipped and fell due
to recent rain and dirt making the incline slippery. As the employee fell they twisted their right ankle causing injury.
1 Hosp
Employee was driving commercial van down i-65 south in Seymour Indiana and clipped an INDOT truck who was working on the road in the rear
and employee rolled the truck he was driving over an embankment
1 Hosp
Employee was using a pallet jack to unload materials from a Pilot straight truck when the Pilot driver pulled the truck away causing the employee to
fall off the dock and onto the pavement.
1 Hosp
A crane operator was admitted to Hospital in Hobart, IN. Employee will undergo surgery to replace the prosthetic hip joint which failed when
employee was walking and dragging a crane mat along the ground to reposition it for an outrigger. There was no slip or fall or other work place
condition involved.
1 Hosp
Employee was working from an extension ladder mid span on a telephone cable, removed drop, removed their safety strap and began to descend
the ladder and fell approximately 15 - 17 feet. Employee injuries were a broken left scapula, possible rib fractures and possible lower back fracture.
1 Amp
Employee's hand was pulled into a pinch roller drive. Employee suffered an amputation of three fingers.
1 Hosp
Driver was backing trailer up to the dock and another driver unknowingly walked between the rear of the trailer and dock being crushed in
between the trailer and dock. Employee suffered crushing injuries and is in ICU
1 Hosp
Employee was using a ladder to clean sanitize machinery. The employee fell off of the ladder injuring their lower back.
1 Amp
Employees were working together to lay the tool chest flat on the ground so the caster could be replaced and lost their grip. The tool chest came
down on the left middle finger of one of the employee and severed a small portion of the tip of the finger.
1 Hosp
Employee was on a piece of equipment when another associate hit the equipment from behind. Employee was pinned between his equipment and
steel rack. Employee suffered hairline fracture of the left ankle and skin laceration on the left ankle that required stitches. Employee is still in the
hospital as of 07/06/207
1 Amp
Employee was using a heat sealing machine. After the film was applied to the filter the operator simultaneously pressed two buttons which cause
the machine to close around the filter. the employees left middle finger was inside the machine when the buttons was pressed causing an
amputation
1 Amp
Employee was bending a part on a press brake. He was holding the piece he was bending and when the part came up toward the brake, he had his
finger between the part and the brake. The end of his right index finger was cut off
1 Amp
Two employee were working together to lay

1 Hosp
Employee has a pre medical condition when an employee noticed he didnt look to well they took him to the nurses office. employee was
hospitalized due to heart condition
1 Amp
employee was cutting two pieces of aluminum on a chop saw incorrectly by holding the blade guard up which caused the two pieces to be pulled
into the saw. Employees left middle was amputated
1 Hosp
Employee walked into a wall and fell braking her left wrist.
1 Hosp
Employee was in a car accident while transporting a client. Employee was pregnant and had to have emergency C-section and client had broken
both legs.
1 Hosp
Employee accidentally struck another employee with a company vehicle while in the garage causing injury to the employee.
1 Amp
Employee was operating on the assembly machines and the top of her finger was cut off
1 Amp
Employee went to get a piece of trim out the way of saw and his glove was caught in table saw blade. Employee's left hand ring finger was
amputated.
1 Hosp
Maintenance director and his assistant was working on a PTAC unit in apartment 147. Toggle was switched flipped making them believe that the
power was off. After the new PTAC unit was screwed to the house MD had a latherman with a pair of pliers and he was cutting the old connectors
off and when the live wire was cut the maintenance director was shocked. Employee suffered electric shock with entrance and exit wounds on
hand and vertebral fractures.
1 Hosp
Employee fell when the equipment they were moving suddenly slipped pushing employee over the guard rail. The equipment pushed him off the
mezzanine and onto the cement floor. Employee suffered fractured bones
1 Hosp
Employee was removing a metal part from a lathe with his left hand when a metal shaving became embedded in the top joint of his middle finger.
Employee used a shop towel to remove the shaving, but was not able to. Employee iced down finger for four days. He indicated that he did not go
to the first aid cabinet for supplies since he indicated no bleeding was evident. Employee did not report injury to supervisor or to HR department.
Employee stated no witnesses were evident, but that he may have told another employee about the injury. Employee stated swelling increased in
joint on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday. On Friday (7/15) a supervisor noticed swelling on the joint when the employee clocked in for work
(approx 3:00) and referred him to HR who took the employee to Parkview Occ Health Clinic. The employee waited for over 2 hours then, after the
clinic nurse checked him, was recommended to go to the primary hospital, Parkview Regional Medical Center. After being seen with x-rays the
hospital indicated that he would need a procedure to remove the metal shaving. Parkview Hospital admitted him after 11:00 stating he needed to
stay the night. His procedure to remove the shaving occurred during the morning on Saturday, 7/15. He was discharged an our or so later with
wrappings on the finger, pain medication, antibiotics. No indication on his discharge papers for restricted duty. Upon speaking with the employee
at 11:40 this morning on his return from the hospital, he stated there was absolutely no reason for an inpatient stay and had discussed this with
the nurses on duty.
1 Hosp
Employee trip and fell in hallway sastained injury to Employees right knee.
1 Hosp
Employee was assisting others in setting a roof trusses. The bundle started to slip and the employee attempted to grab the truss. Employee slipped
and fell off the top plate of a 9ft wall to the floor. Employee was using a harness. Employee suffered a crack in two bones in the neck
1 Hosp
Employee was stacking two single step platforms to reach in to clean a furnace, the top platform fell off of the fist one causing employee to fall,
hitting his left knee.
HSE was contacted at approx. 12:45 pm on July 18th and notified that the employee was kept overnight.
1 Hosp

Employee operating an auto hammer. When making a die form the hammer came down quickly in which forced the die form sheet which push out
and striking employee in the left leg below the knee.
1 Hosp
Clerk was shot during armed robbery.
1 Hosp
An employee was working on a re-roof project and did not tie off . Employee feel through the roof to the concrete floor 32ft below.
1 Hosp
Employee was carry a box. Employee fell and hit head onto floor due box hitting a cart. Admitted to hospital due to high blood pressure and CT
scan was clean.
1 Hosp
Equipment backed over employees foot. Employee was taken to the hospital for treatment. Extent of injury is unknown
1 Hosp
Painter went up the bleachers and lost footing and fell over edge. Employees back is broken
1 Hosp
Employee was removing the fill cover of the sump pump in an attempt to prime the pump. Employee suffered steam burns to the neck, face and
head due to gasket still being in place over the fill pump
1 Amp
During changeover employee pushed part of equipment with right hand when part connected to hoist hook slipped through eye bolt causing part
to catch employees finger between part and frame. Employees finger was amputated.
1 Amp
Employees finger tip was caught between the forklift and metal waste container. Employee left pinky finger was amputated.
1 Amp
Employee suffered a partial amputation of two digits during a die change on the 500 - 2 ton press.
1 Amp
Employee was helping to troubleshoot ring forming machine. When employee put finger in machine while motor was being engaged employees
left index finger was amputated.
1 Hosp
Employee opened mask washer before cycle had ended and safety latch malfunctioned causing hot water to spill out on to operators feet.
Employee suffered burns to both feet.
1 Amp
A 100 plus pound angle iron rolled onto employees left ring finger and caused a deep cut due to another employees stepping on the angle instead
of stepping over it. Employees finger was amputated
1 Hosp
Employee was using a router and lose shirt got caught and pulled employee in. Employee suffered a cut
1 Hosp
Employee was walking out of work and was shot in the arm and cheek. Employee was hospitalized.
1 Hosp
Team member was on a mezzanine and while closing a sliding gate at an opening, team member and gate fell to the plant floor.
Team member was taken byTeam member had receiving material onto mezzinine thru opening in gaurd rail and was in the process of closing gate.
ambulance to local hospital emergency room.Broken ribs, fractures to the spine including damage to the spinal cord. He was admitted to the
hospital with further diagnosis to be determined.
1 Amp
Employee was cutting wood to length. Did not lift miter saw completely before lowering and lowered blade onto left index finger amputating the
tip.
1 Hosp
On 7/11 the employee picked up an air powered wire wheel brush tool. When he picked ut up he squeezed ir roo hard which engaged the power.
This startled him and caused him to jump. When he jumped the wire wheel hit his left hand on his ring finger knuckle. Originally treated with first
aid. However, on 7/21 he bumped the wound on a transmission case and broke the scab open. On 7/24 when he arrived at work he reported

immediately to his supervisor that his hand was hurting and was extremely swollen. He was sent to the occupational health facility who referred
him to the emergency room for his treatment.
The employee had an infection in his finger and hand. A procedure was done to open his finger, drain the infection and clean out the wound. He
was goven an IV antibiotics and admitted until the culture came back to determine what type of infection he had.
1 Amp
Employee working on press brake placed her right hand between top and bottom tools. Employee stepped on the press pad and activated machine
and it came down on her hand. Employee received an amputation to three fingers on her right hand.
1 Hosp
Employee was drilling a bracket , the bit broke into four pieces and flew into the employees left eye
3 Hosp
3 employees struck by lightning and admitted to the hospital for observation
1 Amp
Employee had clocked out and noticed a member of the maintenance department cleaning out a dust collector. This was a live (hot work) situation
where the equipment needed to remain energized. The maintenance tech was working through a portal away from any exposed (unguarded
portion of the equipment). During this process a guard for the airlock at the discharge of the dust collector was removed. When the employee who
saw the maintenance man trying to clear the clog he decided on his own to help and walked to the side of the dust collector out of the
maintenance tech field of view and put his left hand into the airlock, which cut off his thumb and a portion of his index finger.
1 Hosp
Employee was walking and came into contact with charge bucket and fell over safety rail 10ft. Employee has an injured hip. Employee was
admitted to the hospital
1 Hosp
Employee fell from a ladder and fractured his bones (specific fractures not given)
1 Hosp
Employee fell off the roof and had to go to the hospital.
1 Hosp
Employee was leaning over a desk looking at paprer work when she hit her foot on a metal door stopper. Employees injured her foot and ankle.
Employee was admitted to the hosipital
1 Hosp
Employee was unscrewing a light bulb in the kitchen refrigerator. The base broke away from the bulb and employee was shocked and cut
1 Amp
An employee was operating a mechanical punch press and crushed his right hand. Employee suffered amputation to middle and the fourth fingers.
1 Amp
Employee was ripping 3/4 inch wood and placed his finger by the saw to pull fall. The blade cut employees fingertip.
1 Amp
Employee was pulling down rear door of the trailer when his left middle finger was caught between the panel. Employee suffered partial
amputation to the tip of his left middle finger
1 Hosp
Employee was cleaning a utility scrapper using an angle grinder and lacerated his arm.
1 Hosp
Employee was in the trailer helping unload a shipment. Employee tried to catch shipment as it fell off the fork left. Employee suffered a broken left
arm
Employee was operating forklift, attempting to turn when the forklift tipped over pinning the employee mid body to the ground by the bar on the
roof
1 Hosp
Employee was on a scissor lift 20 ft in the air working on an overhead conveyor when an home goods employee ran into the scissor lift causing
employee to fall. Employee suffered a broken back and a fractured rib.
5-7 employees on construction site

Employee was chopping onions with a knife when he cut the tip of his finger. Employee was seen by ET on sight for observation.
1 Amp
Employee was inspecting die clearance. The machine was stopped. Employee used finger to feel die when machine moved and amputated tip of
left pinky finger.
1 Hosp
An employee was attempting to clear an obstruction from a conveyor. Another employee started the conveyor. As the employee was moving away
from the conveyor, the employee fell over the side of a 8' tall retaining bin. Employee suffered a head laceration, two staple, 2 broken bones in his
shoulder, 5 or 6 broken/cracked ribs, and a collapsed lung.
1 Amp
Employee dropped a lower station tool from a vice, pinching his left middle finger between the pool and work bench causing an amputation of the
tip of the finger
1 Amp
Employee hand was caught in an in-run nip point. Employee amputated middle and ring finger
1 Hosp
Employee suffered a heat stroke while moving panels at work.
1 Amp
Employee grabbed a hold of the die posts and moved the die into position on the rollers. The die suddenly compressed with his right hand ring
finger under the post. Employees right ring finger was amputated
1 Amp
There was a can jam on the Line 4 - System 2 Pre-Cooker at the drive motor and gearbox. The employee locked out the motor/gearbox and
removed the guard to access the drive belt. The employee pulled on the drive belt to rotate the pulley to try and unjam the cooker. By doing so,
the weight of the jammed cans created enough force to move the belt/pulley quickly in the opposite direction, catching his finger between the
pulley and drive belt, amputating the end of his finger in his glove.
1 Amp
Employee injured right thumb while working on a piece of machinery. Employee suffered thumb distal amputation
1 Amp
Employee suffered amputation of long finger and ring finger when a piece became stuck on the router she was using and she applied more force.
Her fingers then came in contact with the point of operation.
1 Amp
Employee finger was caught in chain/sprocket. Employee suffered an amputation to the left index finger tip
1 Hosp
Employee rolled ankle while moving product to the donation area. Associate ankle was broken
1 Hosp
One employee operating Lull fork truck tipped over while backing up on slopped area.
1 Amp
Handle of strainer bucket fell when employees hand was easing it down and employees ring was caught in the hinge
1 Hosp
employee was setting cards and stated her left arm and jaw went numb. Employee is believed to have had a mild stroke
1 Hosp
Employee was found by a coworker face down and unresponsive. Employee was working a an 8' ladder in the office installing lights. No power was
live.
1 Hosp
Roofer fell through the roof. Roofer had a fractured transverse process and staples in scalp
1 Hosp
Employee went into a restricted area on the roof (no work performed in this area) to smoke and feel. Employee suffered multiple fractures to his
back , neck, collar bone, and ribs
1 Amp

A Production Supervisor was working on a rubber jam on the number 3 rubber mixer which prevented the drip door from properly latching. The
supervisor reached his right hand into the line of fire of the drop door to remove a piece of rubber just as the operator closed the door. The
supervisor's right hand was caught in the pinch point amputating his right thumb including a portion of his palm. The pinch point is located behind
a guarded area of the machine which requires access doors to be open to expose a 5 inch by 5 inch wide screen guard.
1 Amp
Associate was trying to remove a dislodged part and his right middle finger was struck by a cylinder. Employee suffered right middle finger
amputation right above the bottom of finger nail
1 Amp
Employee was repairing a wire puller when the air cylinder retracted back to the starting stroke catching his index finger. Employees finger tip was
surgically removed
1 Amp
Employee suffered a right thumb partial amputation when he reached down to the latch on a hopper tub and the hopper rolled back onto the
latch.
1 Amp
Employee was working on a moulder and was unjamming a board. Employee put their hand where it should not be and severed their right thumb
and index finger.
2 Hosp
2 workers were in a lift working on a light bank when the lift tilted over and both workers fell.
1 employee was unresponsive the other suffered broken bones
Football stadium is adjacent to the elementary school
hospitalized at 1:15.
School crossing gaurd, walking and slipped and fell and hit his head. He started bleeding, they called albulance. Taken to hospital,did catscan.
sustained a concussion.
1 Amp
Employee was trying to hold down the flask with his foot while lifting the casting out of the sand and flask. The gating broke away from the casting.
The sand and casting trapped employees foot. two weeks later employee had an amputation.
1 Amp
Employee was ramming sand in a sand mixer and stuck his hand in the sand chute. Employee amputated three finger tips
1 Amp
Employee was working on iron worker and had his finger between of angle and table and when machine came down the tip of employees left
ringer finger was smashed off.
1 Amp
During shift start-up, two employees were performing a tip change on pedestal welders in the same assembly cell. Employee #1 changed the
welding tips on PW 478. Employee #2 was in the process of changing welding tips, when Employee #1 actuated the press cycle before Employee #2
was finished. The contact points of the pedestal welder came down on Employee #2's left index finger. Employeee suffered a left index finger
amputation
1 Amp
Employee was trouble shooting winder machine. Finger contacted rotating pulley and belt. Employee left ring finger tip was amputated
1 Hosp
Employee pinched his thumb between guard and stationary piece. Employee loss skin on his thumb
1 Hosp
Employee was walking when he slipped and fell on the loading ramp. Employee suffered a broken rib and possible lung damage
1 Amp
Employee was cutting angles on 1.5" on a table saw the board bound up and his left hand slipped forward and cut off thumb.
1 Hosp
Employee was nailing down decking using a nail gun. Decking had a bow and employee was using left hand to hold down. The recoil from the nail
gun caused it to fire a second time striking employee in the left hand. Employee was admitted to the hospital over night.
1 Amp
Employee was building face frames and pinched his middle finger in plunger

1 Amp
Employee was in the process of changing the drill shaft on the #3 drill machine. The weight from the front of the shaft caused the back end to move
towards the drill and employees left pinky finger was caught between the shaft and the drill. Employee suffered minor amputation to the distal tip
of the left pinky finger
1 Hosp
Employee was moving sheet deck when his foot slipped and fell on his back. Employee was hospitalized
1 Amp
Victim locking blocks under a 963 dozer and he indicated he was ready to have the machine lowereed onto the blocks. Victim failed to remove his
hand from crush point before indicating he was ready. Equiptment was lowered and caught his left thumb.
1 Hosp
Employee was carrying a tray with glasses on the tray employee lost his balance and tried to catch the glass and cut his left hand. Employee
suffered a cut to tendon and artery. Employee was sent to the hospital overnight and had to have surgery
1 Amp
Employee was working on a boring machine. Her right ring fingertip reached beyond the guard for the hold down device. The hold down device
came down smashing the employee’s fingertip. Employee fingertip was scheduled for an amputation on 09/26/2017 at 5 pm.
1 Hosp
Employee was involved in auto accident. At this time employer does not know the specifics as far as street name or how many cars were involved
or who was at fault. Passenger of the car (client) was not injured
1 Hosp
Happened at
He was stepping out of his truck at a truck stop and he slipped and fell, he hit his back on the stairs.
1 Amp
Employee tried to help move a scissor lift that was stuck. Platform slid in and employees finger was caught. Employee suffered a deep skin avulsion
to the left ring finger. Loss of finger tip skin no bone loss
1 Hosp
Employee was pouring iron on the molding line when he suffered heat exhaustion. Employee was admitted at 4 am on the 27th.
1 Hosp
Employee was attempting to switch the plug for the anesthesia machine to a different outlet when the plug-in from the ceiling in the operating
room came off in her right hand and shocking her.
1 Hosp
.Employee was helping load plywood decking when a roll of underbelly fell from the rack and landed on Johns foot. Employee suffered numerous
fractures to the left foot
1 Hosp
Employee who sustained an electrical shock to his hand and forearm was kept in the hospital overnight.
1 Hosp
Employee was unloading boxes from a container to a pallet. When the empoloyee pulled the box from the container, it caused other boxes to fall
onto employee. The employee complained of back pain and difficulty walking. An ambulance brought the employee to IU Heath Arnett in
Lafayette, where the employee recieved treatment. The employee was released with swelling, bruising, and a slight concusion.
1 Eye
Officer was attending bomb tech training . As he was training with training materials, an explosion occurred close to Officer Mills. The incident is
still under investigation by the City's Safety Department and the ATF (Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms).
The officer was thrown backwards from the explosion and suffered arm, leg, eye and ear injuries. He also suffered burns to the front half of his
body. The officer was taken to Memorial Hospital in South Bend and evaluated. The decision was made to transfer his care to IU hospital in
Indianapolis.
1 Hosp
On October 3, 2017, 6:30AM, a mechanic noticed an acidic odor and unsuccessfully attempted to locate the source. Throughout the day the
mechanic complained of upper respiratory tract irritation and was sent to the E.R. for further evaluation. The employee was admitted at 4:15PM
for observation and breathing treatments.

1 Amp
Employee pinched off tip of left small finger while setting up on the conveyor
1 Hosp
Employee was attempting to transport a cabinet to the second floor at Center Substation Building using a motorized captain hoist mounted to a
steel vertical pipe. Shortly after the cabinet was lifted up the pulley that was mounted to the overhead I-beam broke. Employee was admitted to
the hospital, suffered fractured ribs a fractured sternum and a partial collapsed lung and bruised spleen
1 Hosp
Employee was loading pieces of putty into the extruder bowl. Employee was wearing gloves and his hand got caught between the two pieces of
putty and pulled his hand into the extruder causing his lower arm to wrap around the auger, Employee fractured left ulna and radius
1 Hosp
ee had went to the backside of the machine between to wire way track (that moves with the machine head) and the machine table (where the
operation takes place to make minor tool adjustments to the pods of the machine in grid #2, while a program was running adjacent in grid #1. This
area is prohibited during the operation of the machine and requires a form of lockout tag out, Control Power Redundancy, to make this tool
change. Employee suffered broken toes and laceration to the right foot
1 Amp
Employees hair got caught in the engine crank sublime conveyor. Employee tried to pull her hair out and her left index finger was caught. Employee
suffered a finger tip amputation
1 Amp
Employee was working on a piece of equipment with a large gridding tool. The glove on his right hand was pulled past the finger guard into the
wheel of the grinder. Employee used left hand to pull his thumb from the wheel. Employee partial amputation of the right thumb
1 Amp
Employee reached into machine to unclog a jam. Employees hair was pulled in the rollers and finger was stuck in under the create. Employee
suffered a left index finger amputation and the machine pulled a 3'' diameter of hair and scalp
1 Amp
On Oct. 1st an employee was transporting a reel of material using a hoist and crane. The hook device slipped and caught the employees left index
finger between the reel and the hook. Employee was hospitalized and finger was amputated on 10/5/2017.
1 Amp
Employee was bending a pipe on a manual pipe bender. As employee was making adjustments employee placed hand in clamping area and
clamped two fingers in the vice. Employee had an avulsion of 3rd digit tip and fractured 2nd digit. Third digit was later amputated
1 Hosp
Employee tripped and fell over a parked for lift. Employee injured leg and hip
1 Amp
Associate was operating a tube machine. Associate noticed tube had oil on it from prior cutting. Employee used right hand to reach over to wipe off
the tube with a shop rag. The machine die struck employees hand. Employee suffered right ring finger amputation.
1 Hosp
Associate was operating forklift and as he was driving down the aisle he blew his horn and glanced to his side when he thought someone was
approaching, and when turning his head back spotter Janice Young had stopped completely. Seth attempted to stop but struck ee. ee foot collided
with the lower guard plate on the lift injuring her foot. ee is currently admitted to the hospital with 3 broken bones and waiting news on surgery.
1 Hosp
Employee was building ceiling fan backers and got silver in his right hand. Employee was admitted to the hospital
1 Hosp
An associate fell from a 2 step ladder and hit head on wire mesh crate causing laceration of scalp and concussion. Associate was transported to
emergency room via ambulance. Employees wound was stapled and she was transported to another hospital facility for further diagnostic testing.
She was later that day admitted for additional observation. During her overnight stay, she was prescribed physical therapy.
1 Amp
Employee was cleaning slicer when he accidently sliced his finger off
1 Hosp
employee veered across to oncoming lane and hit a tree. Employee was admitted to the hospital. Employee suffered a fractured rib and l1
vertebrae

1 Amp
Right hand, thumb, first and second finger.
Employee injured right hand while using a two-hand press - right thumb, first finger and second finger partially crushed
1 Hosp
Josue Patlan was assisting in guiding a light pole onto the concrete base.
While standing with a 40 foot steel light pole with a selescoping fork lift, the rope utilized to pick up the pole broke.
The base of the pole pinned the forearm of the worker against the concrete base.
He broke his arm.
1 Hosp
Motor vehicle accident occured at St Rd 750 in Jennings County
1 Hosp
A driver was injured when caught between the customer dock and a trailer which rolled backwards. The driver suffered pelvic and abdominal
injuries.
1 Amp
Maxine Heard got her hand smashed in a mechanical power press and had to get the top of her pinky finger amputated.
1 Amp
Employee stuck hand in Tech-Weigh machine and suffered a left index finger tip amputation from the auger.
1 Amp
While attempting to clear a jam in the bottle grinder, an employee severed the finger tips on their left hand middle and index fingers when the
blade rotated once the jam was cleared.
1 Amp
Right hand amputation. At approximately 10:30 PM, an employee was attempting to clean a jam inside a hopper. As he reached inside the hopper,
the slide gate closed pinching and amputating his right hand. He received medical care at Deaconess hospital and was subsequently transferred to
a hospital in Indianapolis for further treatment.
1 Amp
Employee sustained an amputation, partial tip of the first joint on his left pinky finger.
The employee was helping guide the riser line into the position in the FCCU Unit. He placed both hands on the rise line into position when the rise
line turned back causing the line to rotate striking the employee on the tip of his pinky finger.
1 Hosp
ee was working on mobile equipment 10 feet in the air and fell. He was wearing fall protection.
1 Hosp
1. ee had a stroke at work.
1 Hosp
ee was hospitalized was running a saw and cut into his hand, cut some tendons. Repair surgery was done.
1 Hosp
ee slipped while getting out of skid steer because of rain and mudd. He landed on his buttock, developed hetatoma, developed an invefection.
1 Amp
Fingertip amputation, right pinky
Rolling a piece of tube and got his finger caught in between rollers and the tube.
1 Hosp
Employee tripped over a toeboard and fell on his elbow and fractured his arm.
1 Amp
partial amputation of right middle and index finger.
Trying to clear a a jammed machine, reached inside and got his hand pinched.
First aid was administrated at the plant, ambulance came at 11:30am.
Entire line is shut down until all corrective action is done, including employee training.
1 Hosp
Employee got her finger caught in labeling machine.

1 Hosp 1 Amp
Employee was inserting blanks into a die in a press brake. Press brake was activated and die closed on fingers.
Employee was seated at a press brake inserting aluminum spacers into the die. She attempted to scoot her chair closer to the press brake and
accidently activated the foot pedal while her fingers were holding the blanks on the die.
1 Amp
Employee was using a table saw to cut OSB board and amputated his ring finger, middle finger, and index finger on his left hand.
1 Amp
The sanitation team member sustained an amputation on the left middle finger, on the first knuckle when installing pipe into pump. The cause of
this has not been determined and the case is currently being investigated - suspect not using energy control procedures.
1 Amp
Victim was cutting metal on saw table. Metal pulled thumb into saw blade.

1 Hosp
A rotten pole broken from tension applied when a wire was cut. The broken pole fell, causing a hot phase wire to strike an employee on the
ground. The employee was burned on the neck, shoulder and chest. He was sent to Eskenazi Burn Center in Indianapolis
1 Hosp
ee was sent to the hospital after he was pouring metal and a mold hit his label and it splashed back on him.
1 Amp
Right middle finger amputation
The employees right index finger, middle finger and ring finger were pulled in the nip point and crushed. The tip of the index finger and middle
finger were fractured. As the operator pulled back on his hand to free himself, the bone at the tip of his right middle finger broke through the skin.
This was repaired in the emergency room and sutures were applied to close the wound. The operator had a follow up appointment with the hand
specialist on 11/20/17 where it was determined gangrene had set in and the tip of the right middle finger needed to be amputated. The surgery
was scheduled for 11/21/2017 at 11:00 am.
1 Amp
Moving a sheet of steel with hoist and amputated above first digit pointer finger, left hand.
1 Amp
An employee suffered and amputation to the right index finger when the roller made contact with their hand while placed on the track.
1 Amp
Employee suffered a right index finger amputation when reaching into a retort vessel whereupon their finger was caught in the chain and sprocket.
1 Amp
Employee was working at a chop saw when she received an injury that resulted in the amputation of two fingertips on her right hand.
1 Hosp 1 Amp
On 11/27/17 at 6:25AM an employee attempted to step over the roll change cylinder with the floor guard raised as the floor guard began to close.
The employee's legs were caught as the guard closed resulting in both legs suffering fractures.
1 Hosp
Employee fell from ladder during production line roll sustaining multiple fractures to the pelvic bone.
1 Hosp
Employee at resident bedside to take vital signs. Employee tripped on cord from bed alarm while stepping away from resident's bed.
Employee sustained crush injury that resulted in medical amputation of right foot.
Location: Lamination Machine
1 Hosp
Employee was standing in front of a fork truck. Driver thought he was in reverse but employee was in drive and ran over the employees legs.
1 Hosp
An associate was caught in a piece of machinery
What was the employee doing just before the incident occurred?: Shoveling excess sand.
What was the injury or illness?: Crushing injury, multiple broken bones.
What object or substance directly harmed the employee?: Pneumatically actuated set-off arm.

1 Hosp
Employee passed out while operating a powered pallet jack. Employee ran into a pallet and fell off the equipment. Employee was hospitalized.
1 Amp
Employee endured a fingertip amputation. The employee got his left index caught between a sheave and a pulley on a belt.
1 Amp
A forklift driver was lifting a stack of 3 travel trailers via the coupler at Finish in Powder Coat. While the chassis was supsended, the employee was
removing a 4 x 4 spacer located between the chassis frames. The load bar jerked forward causing the forklift driver to drop the chassis. The
employee's finger got caught between the chassis fram and the 4 x 4 resulting in soft tissue amputation to left index finger.
1 Amp
Employee was carrying a slug tub when he was struck by a fork truck. Right leg was amputated below the knee, and the left leg requires surgery for
knee replacement.
Employee suffered two (2) fingertip amputations while assisting with the chuck removal on a MW200 lathe.
1 Hosp
The employee was working in a caster area and was hooking something up to a ladle and his hand got caught between two devices causing a
crushing injury to his hand. The employee is in the hospital and is being treated.
1 Amp
Left hand thumb amputation.
Employee was in yard moving equipment when his hand got caught between a hook and another object.
1 Hosp
A brief description of the incident is an employee slipped and fell in the adjacent parking lot, resulting in a compound fracture in his ankle.

